
Scrubmaster B120 R

For excellent results and high levels 
of productivity

High performance, a small turning radius and a sophisticated design: These are the 

characteristics that make the Scrubmaster B120 R the perfect choice for cleaning 

building such as congested warehouses, automotive dealers, beverage facilities, 

or airplane hangars. The machine’s independent 32 gallon solution tank capacity, 

standard 315 AH long runtime batteries, and four different scrubbing platforms, 

ensures fast and efficient cleaning of most mid-sized areas.  

Ergonomic workplace     

Ergonomically designed in every detail and equipped 

with a wide range of practical features that facilitate  

efficient working, the Scrubmaster B120 R is a  

perfect workplace for the operator. The comfortable 

seat enables a pleasant, back-friendly seating  

position. All operating elements are clearly arranged 

and within easy reach of the driver.



Disc or cylindrical performance      

The Scrubmaster B120 R offers both disc or 

cylindrical scrubbing performance. When equipped 

with dual cylindrical brushes, the B120 R can sweep 

and scrub in a single pass or use up to 50% less 

water with Aqua Stop disc scrub brush technology. 

Highly flexible working     

The Scrubmaster B120 R enables easy  

cleaning of corners or narrow aisles and 

corridors. Thanks to its 90-degree steering 

angle and small turning circle of only 179 cm, 

the machine can make a complete U-turn  

even in very small areas.

Thanks to its compact design,  
the Scrubmaster B120 R can work 
in narrow aisles and corridors.

Scrubmaster  
B120 R

Cylindrical 28” & 33” 
Disc 30” & 35”

32 Gallon Solution Tank

32 Gallon Recovery Tank

24V – 315 AH Battery/Charger

4-Sided Linatex Squeegee Blades

On-Board Spray Hose

Non-Marking Tires

Digital 

Yellow Touch-Points

Flashing Light

Off-Aisle Vac Wand

24V – 312 AH Sealed AGM Battery

3 Year Parts and Labor Warranty

Standard Option
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